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Innovit and Kodit partner to provide
Healthcare companies with a total
NHS Readiness Program.
Manufacturers or suppliers of medical devices or pharmaceuticals need to
comply with the Department of Health eProcurement mandate to use GS1 and
PEPPOL standards. This just became a whole lot easier with a joint solution
from Innovit and Kodit for the NHS “Scan4Safety” initiative.
England’s NHS Scan4Safety programme combines the following directives;
1. Support the GS1 and PEPPOL healthcare standards
2. Synchronise their product catalogues with NHS via a global data pool (GDSN)
3. Support the NHS e-Procurement Strategy (Electronic Ordering).
Innovit, GS1 UK Certified Partner and global provider of MDM, PIM and GDSN software, has
already implemented more than 170 product master data management projects, mostly in
Healthcare. Its certified PIM software is being used for GDSN initiatives in Australia and New
Zealand (connecting to the NPC data pool), United Kingdom (connecting to the TrueSource data
pool), and also across the United States and Europe (connecting to 1WorldSync and GHX data
pools).
The Kodit solution – IBM PEPPOL Software as a Service (SaaS) offering will enable Innovit clients
to access a certified PEPPOL access point backed by the global strength of IBM.
IBM's PEPPOL (Pan European Public Procurement Online) eProcurement and eInvoicing service
gives clients access to everything needed to transact with the NHS, and all other PEPPOL users,
locally and internationally, all from a single Kodit interface, and complying with all relevant legal
requirements.
The flexibility of Kodit on IBM PEPPOL will allow organizations of all sizes space to scale
operations quickly, both locally and internationally, using the most secure and compliant
solutions available on the market.

For more information on how Innovit and Kodit can help your company to meet compliance with
the NHS Scan4Safety Programme, please contact Innovit on +44 (0) 203 440 3580 or visit our
NHS Readiness Registration page http://www.innovit.com/webform/registration-form-0

About Innovit:
Innovit is a global provider of software solutions for MDM (Master Data Management), PIM
(Product Information Management) and GDSN (Global Data Synchronisation).
For healthcare manufacturers and suppliers in the UK, Innovit provides compliance software for
GDSN and UDI submissions that are GAMP validated.

We are certified for Global Data

Synchronization by the largest GS1 Member Organisations (e.g. United Kingdom, USA, Germany,
Australia, New Zealand etc.). For GUDID and EUDAMED submissions, Innovit systems are also
the conduit to your regional regulatory agency’s UDI databases.
For healthcare providers, Innovit systems deliver automated workflow for master data
management. Our MDM systems enforce control over data accuracy to deliver a high level of
data quality & governance.
Web: www.innovit.com
About Kodit:
Kodit is a global provider of Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions for companies who have a
commercial need to meet global regulatory requirements for PEPPOL and Unique Device
Identification.
Based in the United Kingdom, Kodit forms part of a group of associated companies with an
aggregate combined turnover exceeding £135M.
Since 2012 we have been helping companies of all sizes understand and achieve compliance to
the US FDA GUDID, GS1 standards and the UK NHS eProcurement strategy.
Web: http://www.kodit.com/nhs-peppol/

